Release Notes for 7.0.2002
Feature

Type

Comments

AR

Change

The "New" button in AR Multiple
Payments screen will now use the
posted balance as the default
payment amount if the customer
has never received a statement.

Cash Control

Fix

Bank deposit files now properly
subtract beginning cash total from
deposit total.

Credit Cards

Change

Batch CC operation now disables
PIN with Timeout check (as is
customary for long-running modal
requests).

Credit Cards

Fix

Fixed, also now works when "File >
Exit" is selected or the window is
closed with the red "X".

Email

Fix

Email receipts were showing cash
credit payments as "CCred" for the
tender type.

Email

Fix

Emailed statements to multiple
email addresses will now update
the "sent" date properly.

Email

Addition to As a user, I would like to email
Existing
my customers their locker
Feature
location
@RACKLOCATION and
@LOCKERINVOICES tokens have
been added to email functionality.
Both are replaced by the invoice's
rack location.

General

Fix

"Force Clock-In" user setting will no
longer require a clerk to clock in if
they try to exit SPOT.

General

New

Sprint 12 - Revision Bugs and

Settings

New selection for

Required
Changes

Feature

Tasks
Added a Security Mode called "PIN
- Per Operation w/Timeout", that
combines the PIN timeout with the
per operation modes.

General

Fix

The A/R Multiple Payments screen
was not allowing the payment
amount to be edited.

General

Fix

Email receipts for credit card
payments processed through
manual terminals were showing
"Credi" as the payment type.

Home Page

Fix

License agreement was not
allowing customers in non-US
localities to accept the agreement if
the day was greater than 12 (due to
a SQL Server date format issue).

Home Page

Fix

Fixed "Kiosk Declines" alert/search
to only show orders that have been
specifically sold out through a
Kiosk.

Licensing

Addition to Added link to the license
Existing
agreement window to pull up the
Feature
agreement via the SPOT web site.
Also, updated the agreement text
to the 1 Oct 2013 version.

Markin

Fix

Markin

Addition to As a SPOT user, I would like to
Existing
update brands if the HSL is
Feature
missing the required information
During markin, SPOT can now
check for the presence of a missing
modifier and prompt the user to

"Company Settings
>Security Settings
> Security Mode",
called "PIN - Per
Operation
w/Timeout"

Resolved issue where after a split is
performed in detail that the current
order in progress could not be
viewed in Order View until after it
was saved.
Store->HSL
Settings->Check
Required Modifiers
on HSL Scan

add it to the HSL definition.
Markin

Addition to As a SPOT user, I would like
Existing
important brands to pop-up to
Feature
flag their importance.
The ability for special instructions
to be displayed when incremental
brands are selected at markin has
been added.

New "Special
Instructions" field
in Company
Settings > Mark-in
Settings >
Modifiers >
(Brands) >
Incremental List
Setup screen.
Company Settings
> Mark-in Settings
> Incremental
Modifier Upcharges
> (Upcharge) >
"Special
Instructions"

Markin

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like
upcharge to be labeled as
'Special Charge' in markin
screens
Markin screens, Item Detail screen,
and HSL Definition screen now use
the term "special charge" instead of
"upcharge."

Pricing

Fix

Upcharge amounts configured to
four decimal places were not saved
with any decimal places, resulting
in overcharging.

Reports

Fix

Fixed run-time error during adding
an excel presentation to a report.

Reports

Addition to Reports Gallery > Route >
Existing
"RouteTrac - Route Report" -The
Feature
end of route report from RouteTrac
Mobile. Displays session
information for the selected route
for sessions beginning between
selected date ranges.

Reports

Change

Reports Gallery > A/R > ACH
Customers - No longer groups by
store. Ordered by name.
Reports Gallery > A/R > ACH
Payments - Groups by Payment
Date then ordered by name.

Reports

Change

Reports Gallery > Management >
Daily Report - Updated Daily
Report to base top customer sales
on where the invoice activity
occurred rather than the customers
store.

Reports

Change

Reports Gallery > Management >
Employees - Changed the report to
display the employee ID instead of
SSN.

Routes

Fix

Scheduled Route Setup button was
becoming permanently disabled if
used once in Customer View.

Routes

Addition to Add 'Late' message for dormant
Existing
customer (Driver Message)
Feature
Route Manifest - Driver Message Added 'Late' message for dormant
customer, between 14 & 28 days.
Also added the 'last route visit'
date to the driver messages.

Routes

Addition to On the fly mapping in SPOT on
Existing
the RouteTrac screen
Feature
Added to the RouteTrac Manager
view the ability to map any route
event (for those systems with GPS
enabled), and compare it to the
stop's address.

Security

Change

Timed logout now includes a
message to the user indicating that
the message has timed out.

